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Gabi: definitely.
sulee: I might like to see Sweets' psychology fail him and he has to yield to the expertise of the team
himbeer29: *gravedigger
Gabi: "he had a little gay crush on you." *died*
L: Amanda - Sweets has already proved himself fallible though ^_^
Gabi: "oh, well that would explain a lot."
HuffPoJamie: Well, Amanda, he did wrongly profile Hodgins
CupcakeBean: lol gabi
himbeer29: lol! yes gabi!!!
Amanda T.: I loved that Gabi
yanin: Aliens is to this day my favorite epi...well no thats a lie...its tied as my fave epi
HuffPoJamie: I *loved* the little gay crush
Lance: Does anyone see where the large pile of my typos and missing letters is stacking up?
Ashley: that was hilarious gabi
Gabi: sweets stepped up this episode. last season he was very much in a season-one-Zack position
Wendy: I did adore Angela showing up sweets at his own game
Gabi: so far... he's matured
Wendy: being more perceptive
CupcakeBean: yes wendy
Ashley: agreed
CupcakeBean: she's more worldly than he is
himbeer29: yes, wendy. very angela moment :-)
Gabi: (btw, Ashley, are you the same one i was talking to on facebook??)
Amanda T.: I dunno, Jamie, he was pretty close in a lot of ways, though.
L: yanin - Aliens always makes me cry. That final scene... omg I could go on forever about that ep. :)
Ashley: yes gabi
Ashley: :)
Johana: Yes, Hogins rocked Aliens!
Amanda T.: I love aliens for a lot of the same reasons I like Two Bodies
Gabi: mkay :)
Lance: What if Gravedigger gets Angela and they don't find her in time? Her role is the most vulnerable!
Gabi: Aliens is my favorite episode, hands down
yanin: L...Booth running down the hill...thats all i have to say about that
L: *g* Love Two Bodies as well
Johana: Yes, the two best epi's in my book!
HuffPoJamie: True, true...Oh god, Hodgins was positively haunting at the end of Aliens
Ashley: two bodies was a favorite
L: Johana - agree!
Gabi: ooooh... I would go hutn down Hart and kill him. ;)
himbeer29: oh don't be hateful lance.
Gabi: hunt*
Amanda T.: Good Hodgins in Bodies, too. Pudding anyone?
CupcakeBean: I need to rewatch tonights ep... it wasn't my fav. I liked Pain after rewatching it, so
maybe this one too?
Gabi: Pudding! And his car!
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Trish: Wow! Lance. Nice option.
HuffPoJamie: Ha!
Gabi: did anybody else think of that tonight?
Gabi: (the car, that is.)
Lance: No! I'd HATE that but it scares me that it's possible
L: yanin 0 god yes (sorry late catching up)
Johana: Yes, and I loved the shocked little boy face when he got to play with the big boys!
HuffPoJamie: Oh, right!
yanin: and Hodge's bluetooth thing...lol
Johana: And driving with the bluetooth was too funny!
sulee: any time I see a mini, I think of hodgins
himbeer29: hmmmm. I'm gonna go with... not possible.
HuffPoJamie: I just liked the commentary and DB's man-crush on TJ.
CupcakeBean: lol
Ashley: you know what i noticed? when booth was getting out of the mini... when he said "getting out of
this thing is like being born" he never said "i need a good spanking" then brennan obviously never
smacked him
Johana: LMBO
L: omg the car!!!! I totally forgot about Hodgins' mini lol good catch
Trish: Maybe that option will bring Angela and Hodgins back together in a bit more lively relationship.
Gabi: Hodgins and Ange have to get back together. (
L: oh yeah the spanking line!
Johana: Yes, probably took it out because she didn't take the chance and smack his butt like any
warm-blooded woman!
Gabi: (or somebody will die. i'll make sure of that.)
L: (tbh I'm glad that was scrapped - I didn't think it made sense for Booth to say that :P)
CupcakeBean: I'm sure they will eventually gabi
Wendy: What did you guys think about Brennan trying to pass off her kill(s) as not at all bothersome?
CupcakeBean: i agree L
yanin: lol...warm blooded woman.....
yanin: lol
Amanda T.: I didn't like it, wendy
himbeer29: 1. you can't have the gravedigger get another main character. (in my opinion, as I've stated.
reusing plot points, bad idea) 2. they just "killed" zach. they can't get rid of EVERYONE in violent ways.
CupcakeBean: yeah, what was up with that wendy?
Ashley: haha
Trish: I found that a bit disturbing.
sulee: Wendy, I thought i was an odd comment
yanin: i think brennan would say anything to get a gun!
sulee: She wants to pass them off, but clearly can't
Wendy: lol yanin, maybe so...
Amanda T.: that could be it sulee
Wendy: but she was so upset with the first kill
CupcakeBean: that was probably the only time she'll mention the Pam incident
L: Wendy - I think it was more hasty cleanup :/
Wendy: both were justified, but I don't see her being so emotionless after being so weepy the first time
Lance: You are right, Yanin
CupcakeBean: exactly
sulee: I wish they would deal with her shooting Pam
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yanin: she was trying to convince herself as well maybe?
HuffPoJamie: Didn't one of the preview articles allude to Brennan wondering if she would turn to
murder like Zack did, since they think so similarly? Obviously not *exactly*, but still.
Gabi: same, sulee
L: remind me again of her first kill (sorry I have not rewatched the eps as much as you guys I dont
think!)
himbeer29: she built up a wall b/c it was too close. the more upset, the more stoic.
Wendy: hmm, not sure Jamie
Amanda T.: Or, it's a ticking timebomb for a breakdown ala the clown? THAT would be better use of
character development
Gabi: I really want to see how shooting Pam affected her.
sulee: I wanted her to say something about killing Pam tonight or at least mention that she did know
what it was like to lose a partner.
Wendy: L her first kill was to defend Booth
Gabi: because there was a certain element there that wasn't just killing someone...
HuffPoJamie: Pam was technically self defense.
Wendy: she killed Howard Epps partner
L: before Pam?
himbeer29: in the howard epps episode, the guy he had working for him.
yanin: i want them to revisit the whole booth "dying" thing and the pam kill
L: OH yes thank you and sorry!
Amanda T.: She killed epps accomplice at the post office
L: bad memory
Lance: She is mnore upset wit hnot being told Booth wasn't dead thann killing Fat Pam
CupcakeBean: yes yanin
HuffPoJamie: Well, she was manipulated.
sulee: Right, I can't imagine that pam and lappin were in the same category to her, but she still killed
L: I blame the strike. *cue thrown tomatoes*
Amanda T.: I'm waiting for Booth or Brennan to truly unload on Sweets over that
yanin: ::tomatoes::
HuffPoJamie: Werd, Amanda
L: :D
Johana: I'll join! ::tomatoes::
L: Ahhh! lol.
HuffPoJamie: Brennan did rip into him a bit, but that really turned me off to Sweets a LOT.
CupcakeBean: yes
sulee: I thought when Booth was talking about Pritch's feelings of loosing a partner, Brennan should
have made a snide remark
Amanda T.: I will also say I am REALLY looking forward to Booth's Dark Side. Maybe that'll be it?
L: Sweets was too green and not far enough in his relationship with the two of them to know he should
have told Bones
Ashley: yea i thought she would
L: imho
Gabi: Dark!Booth. Major waiting for that.
Wendy: The thing about TV thought - they rarely look back
Amanda T.: I agree, sulee
Wendy: It's all about the next plot
HuffPoJamie: Sulee, I agree! I thought they would mention something!
Johana: I think we're going to be seeing some pretty flashy ties this season!
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Gabi: I feel like maybe there was a tiny preview to that, with the whole "losing a partner" thing tonight
Wendy: though, not thought
Trish: I was waiting for her to say something as well.
Amanda T.: Wendy, a girl can dream! I'm hoping for a clown meltdown from Brennan and
GordonGordon might come back
Amanda T.: ahhh dreams
Johana: lol
L: Gordon Gordon huzzah!
Johana: GordonGordon rocked too!
yanin: GordonGordon...love him
Ashley: GORDON GORDON!
HuffPoJamie: Huzzah! LOL
CupcakeBean: Did anyone see DB on Regis this morning?
Ashley: YES
L: Maybe in a twist of coincidence (lol) Pritchard will know GG?
L: And they'll bring them both back?
Ashley: i recorded it, i was at school :(
Johana: no, he was on finally?
yanin: I didn't bean...i so wanted to though
Amanda T.: I missed it. boo
sulee: Yes--wasn't much of an interview while the italian cab story was hilarious
HuffPoJamie: Was he awesome? I was stuck in idiot Long Island traffic
CupcakeBean: Regis mispronounced Boreanaz
Ashley: i agree sulee
Wendy: The story was funny, but it was really short
Johana: I will have to youtube it
HuffPoJamie: Boreanaz is basically spelled the way it should be pronounced.
CupcakeBean: and then DB purposely mispronounced Philbin
Ashley: ha i know bean.. he was like way off too!
Johana: I would love to see DB and ED on Craig Ferguson together!
CupcakeBean: it was hilarious
L: dude.
CupcakeBean: yes johana! that would be great
Amanda T.: gawd that would be great, johana
Ashley: i would.. i wanna see DB and ED on something together!
L: P.S. awesome password for the chat Wendy :D
HuffPoJamie: Host SNL
sulee: did anyone notice DB socks wer just brown on regis
L: I can't think of Bones without calling it the Boneo Show now
Johana: LOL! Yea
Ashley: i did sulee, i was like, 'wait what!?' haha
Johana: or "dembobes dembobes dembones"
Amanda T.: lol
Ashley: haha
L: HAH yes
yanin: lol
Wendy: the socks were brown but a very contrasting color
sulee: SNL would be great. Haven't watched in years
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Wendy: they stood out
sulee: They did stand out.
Lance: Ar ewe running down?
CupcakeBean: it was a really short interview
HuffPoJamie: If ED and DB hosted SNL, I would go freaking crazy with joy.
L: I actually think ED would be better on SNL than DB
Ashley: omg i know jamie
L: or that yeah! :)
Lance: I must say this: Tonight- ED was not as "wooden" as she normally comes across on Bones
Amanda T.: they could do some really funny stuff-- pick on the BB subplot, pick on Brennan shooting
someone. Like actually go to jail for it
yanin: that would be cool jamie
CupcakeBean: I don't know, L, David Duchovny was hilarious on SNL and I would have never thought it.
L: Lance - agree
himbeer29: no, she wasn't, lance. I agree.
Trish: It would be nice seeing the two of them together in something other than Bones.
Ashley: agreed trish
HuffPoJamie: Brennan and Booth investigate zombies - the undead. I so wanna write that sketch
Wendy: isn't she supposed to be "wooden" though? I thought she was a little too loose, with the
exception of a copule of great scenes
Wendy: Who else thought her message on her phone was perfect?
L: Amanda - but it couldn't be too "insider" to the show since not everyone out there watches it
CupcakeBean: yeah, that was funny wendy
himbeer29: wendy, that actually annoyed me.
HuffPoJamie: I loved her phone message!
sulee: I loved the phone message
Trish: Loved the phone message.
Amanda T.: I loved the message
yanin: i thought it was perfect wendy...so brennan!
Wendy: really razz?
Amanda T.: That's true, L
Wendy: what bothered you?
L: Wendy - voicemail perfection! Totally Bones
sulee: It made me think of her no bones - no bones comment in Bride
Johana: Yes, her message was great@
Ashley: i loved the voicemail...
HuffPoJamie: I got my two-year old cousin Julia to say "I don't know what that means."
Ashley: haha cute jamie
CupcakeBean: lol jamie
HuffPoJamie: That's appropos of nothing, but I wanted to share.
himbeer29: scientist regardless, there is no way that that would really be her voicemail. before anything
else, she is a professional, and expects to receive professional calls. it would be much more formal than
that.
Amanda T.: awesome Jamie
L: sulee - LOVE that quote
sulee: Jamie - I said it in a class of 30 8th graders the other day
yanin: lol jamie...side note...i got my 4 yr old goddaughter to say "thats what she said"
sulee: himbeer--that's the greatness of tv.
Wendy: absolutely true razz...but still, wasn't it personality fitting, if not professionally so?
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L: Jamie - my sister says that every time I start talking about the show (she doesn't watch)
CupcakeBean: at least it was her cell, not office phone
HuffPoJamie: I got her saying pirate stuff too! I had just watched "The Man with the Bone" and got her
to say "Avast ye maties!"
himbeer29: personally fitting, yes. just unrealistic ;-). I just don't like things being unrealistic.
sulee: Bean--she could have a devoted cell for the squints
L: himbeer - but isnt it her cellphone message?
L: e one would be more formal maybe
himbeer29: but cupcake, you have to have professional cell voicemail messages too.
sulee: Man with the Bone is my least favorite episode ever
L: ah
Wendy: okay, I want to know everyone's simple answer: favorite character in this episode - who was the
best at being themselves, who you loved most, whatever, one character
Amanda T.: I have a couple of office mates with messages that aren't that dissimilar
HuffPoJamie: Oh, no. "I believe in pirates."
himbeer29: especially as it's the phone she has with her in the field. where she is a professional...
Amanda T.: Sweets
L: Sweets
himbeer29: I dunno. I'm just being picky ;-)
CupcakeBean: yeah, sweets
Trish: I loved Pritchard.
sulee: Cam
Ashley: probably sweets
Wendy: I'm totally going with Sweets myself
CupcakeBean: he was the most in character, IMO
himbeer29: sweets
Trish: Of the main cast, I would have to say Sweets.
himbeer29: easy
Ashley: he's totally growing on me
HuffPoJamie: Toss up between Sweets and Cam. Sweets was hysterical, but I'm glad Cam
did...something.
Amanda T.: I can say with certainty that while I'm not big on Grayson, I can't blame Cam for buying a
ticket. Good for her.
L: Trish - Pritchard's my close second :)
sulee: I liked sweets but can't get past the ninja turtles
yanin: fave character: sweets. best at being themselves: brennan. loved sweets the most.
Amanda T.: lol
L: LOL Jamie
CupcakeBean: I thought it was OOC for Cam to get Sweet's advice... I dunno
Lance: Sweets
HuffPoJamie: Bean, I agree.
Trish: I found Cam a bit disturbing tonight.
L: I dont know what's IC for Camanymore
L: She's all over the map
Amanda T.: I thought it was interesting that Brennan stepped in to comfort Pritchard while being
compartmentalized for the group
yanin: yea...cam wasn't herself at all
CupcakeBean: Cam thinks of him as a kid, she said so in the ep. Then why ask for his advice?
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Lance: Clark was th ebest at being true t ocharacter and sadly - was the most developed as well as most
scientific and is off the show . . think about that
HuffPoJamie: Because Pritchard is more distant than the squints. It was probably easy
sulee: no, cam wasn't completely in character, but I'm not sure we know what character is for her yet
L: Is she insecure? Secure? Organized? Disorganized? In love with Booth? Not?
Amanda T.: Bean, I guess there was no one else to ask
Amanda T.: Couldn't ask Hodgela, coudn't ask B&B. Clark didn't care
HuffPoJamie: Are we going to find out that Cam wears that Catwoman costume more often than just
Halloween?
Amanda T.: lol
CupcakeBean: yeah, amanda. I could see her talking to Booth if he'd been there
L: Last season all she did was help move the crime of the week plot along
Gabi: haha
yanin: LOL Jamie
Gabi: i really did like cam tonight - i felt like we saw her develop more
Amanda T.: I agree, Bean
L: lol Lance
Ashley: i liked cam tonight also.. but in the past.. not so much
CupcakeBean: me too ashley. she's grown on me
L: I think I'm still bitter about her taking over in S2... man I'm pathetic.
L: I need a session with Sweets lol
HuffPoJamie: It's definitely time we saw more of Personal Cam. So I hope there's more in store for her.
CupcakeBean: no L, I just watched Titan yesterday and I was hating on her again.
Ashley: i would love a session with sweets haha
Gabi: S2 i hated her, but S3 she started to grow on me.
sulee: Me too Jamie
L: Bean - glad to hear I'm not alone!
Gabi: "relax, it won't be like this forever. eventually he'll die."
Amanda T.: I hate on her when i see her in Booth's bed, lol.
Lance: Where's Goodman????
Gabi: and other great lines... she slowly grew on me
Ashley: i couldnt agree more amanda
L: Lance - DUDE. I miss him a lot.
Gabi: Oh, remember? Goodman went on a "TWO MONTH" sabbatical
Gabi: pffffffffffffffffft.
HuffPoJamie: Man, what I would give to see Goodman again!
CupcakeBean: lol Gabi
Gabi: Two months. Riiiiiiiiiight.
Lance: Smile
yanin: yea and then goodman never came back
Ashley: i liked goodman...wouldnt mind to see him again
himbeer29: he's gone, lance. been gone for a while. didn't you notice?
L: omg they gave it a time frame? I totally forgot that
sulee: I'd trade sweets for cullen--even though I like dr. geeks
Trish: Yeah, that sabbatical is rather extended.
CupcakeBean: Goodman and Sully must be on a sailboat in the Carribean together.
Gabi: Somebody was saying how creepy and weird and good plot-ish it would be if the reason Goodman
never came back was because he got killed
Amanda T.: I miss Cullen, too
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HuffPoJamie: LOL
L: Did they ever explain why he's still gone? I think they threw aline in somewhere...
Gabi: Haha, Sully kidnapped Goodman!
Wendy: oh man, you brought up cullen
L: Bean - *giggle*
Amanda T.: Though in my heart of hearts he's working for Make-A-Wish
Wendy: I HEART CULLEN! :( I miss him. He was fantastic fun
Trish: I miss Cullen too.
L: Yeah where did Cullen disappear to?!
sulee: I knew the c word would strike a nerve in Wendy
Gabi: Cullen was great. Miss him liek whoa.
Wendy: I like your thought Amanda
Ashley: cullen was cool
HuffPoJamie: Cullen was pretty swell
Gabi: He went on the sailboat with Goodman and Sully.
Wendy: lol sulee
CupcakeBean: Goodman, Sully, & Cullen all on a sailboat!
Amanda T.: Did he enlist in the Navy (JAG reference)
Wendy: no, don't put him with sully, he'd kill sully
sulee: I listen to the podcast like a good fan
yanin: lol bean
CupcakeBean: lol
L: They need to all reappear dramatically and suddenly this season in the same ep lol.
Wendy: okay, maybe, then put him with sully
himbeer29: and gordon-gordon! if we're putting all the characters there...
yanin: lol
Ashley: lol
CupcakeBean: lol
Amanda T.: lol
HuffPoJamie: We're gonna need a bigger boat
L: yes! and Pritchard
Ashley: do you guys think sully will come back?
Gabi: haha.
yanin: maybe a reunion epi
L: and Clark
sulee: A pontoon would do
Ashley: haha
HuffPoJamie: Sully? No way.
CupcakeBean: maybe the sailboat sailed into the Bermuda Triangle
Wendy: I don't think so, Ashley
L: the finale lol
Amanda T.: I think he SHOULD at least to tie up loose ends
HuffPoJamie: Maybe in pieces
Wendy: I think they originally meant for him to
Trish: Clark will be back before Sully.
himbeer29: I really want sully to come back. but I don't think he will. I actually loved sully.
L: Aw I loved Sully. He was such a sweetheart. And good in bed to boot! ;) ;)
Wendy: I think: they need to investigate his shipwreck
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HuffPoJamie: I loved Sully too!
sulee: No, I don't think sully will come back, but I wouldn't mind it. More nerves with Wendy
Amanda T.: and I hate Sully more than I ever hated Cam
Wendy: lol su
Gabi: My mom LOVES Sully. T_T
Lance: Write another script wiht all of our favorite missing characters, Wendy!!!!
Wendy: thank you for watching out for my nerves, they are a little frayed
CupcakeBean: Ugh. I liked Sully as a character, but not as Brennan's love interest
Gabi: I don't understand her.
Ashley: i hated sully cause he took brennan away from BOOTH!
Wendy: oh man, I could totally write cullen back
Wendy: lol
HuffPoJamie: But Linds, the shipwreck is intriguing!
sulee: I would like to see sully come back so Bren can turn him down
Gabi: Same, sulee.
himbeer29: lol amanda! well, I like cam! never even came close to having a problem with her.
CupcakeBean: that would be ok sulee
HuffPoJamie: Wendy - abstain!
Amanda T.: I hated him because there was no way to not like him, really. Other than he zoomed booth
L: I'd hate to see them kill off another character like that though. A character we knew before.
HuffPoJamie: I thought we were done with fanfic!
L: They just did that with Wex
HuffPoJamie: :-)
sulee: I know it's fanfic that's why it WON"T HAPPEN
Wendy: Jamie, girl, like I have the time!
L: I actually thought Sully and Booth's dynamic was awesome.
Wendy: I could do it, doesn't mean I will
Lance: I want Cam . . oops . . not what we were discussing
Amanda T.: L, I agree it would be interesting to see a known character catch the golden BB
CupcakeBean: I only liked Sully for making Booth jealous
himbeer29: here lance, you can have cam, I'll have grayson! that will make everyone happy!
HuffPoJamie: I want Cam to end up with a high school social studies teacher who just goshdarn loves
her.
CupcakeBean: Anyone else think Booth wasn't jealous enough tonight?
Ashley: omgosh yes!
sulee: Cam belongs with a guy with a heart the size of Alaska
Trish: What did everyone think of next week's preview?
himbeer29: hhmmmmm no, cupcake, I don't think so. he didn't need to be jealous tonight.
Ashley: i can't wait!
L: Cute.
Amanda T.: I think you're right, Bean, though it was cute how he stifled a smile when she returned to
the table
Trish: Loving the Hodgins new intern dynamic.
Lance: Cam should have never parted wit hBooth
yanin: i think the "i've got a gun" comment was good
Amanda T.: Next week looks like fun
Ashley: i wanna see parker sometime
sulee: I think we may se bad mood hodgins for a few weeks.
Trish: Yes, please bring back Parker.
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Gabi: I want to see parker too
Johana: Ok guys, it's been loads-o-fun, but I gotta finish packing! Thanks a bunch!
Ashley: i tihnk so too sulee
Gabi: ... I imagine Ty will not look 6 at ALL
Amanda T.: night, Johanna
himbeer29: byebye johana!
HuffPoJamie: Seriously, if Hodgins is going to be all hangdog over stuff for the whole season, I'll be
really annoyed.
L: sulee - agree. I hope so! It's fitting and he was always a curmudgeon before so it's time he became
one again imo
Gabi: i'm totally excited to see Hodgins next week though
Ashley: bye johana
CupcakeBean: I didn't like how the writers half-ass made Pritchard and Booth interested in each other.
Either they were or they weren't. Pick one!
L: night Johana!
Trish: Night Johana!
Gabi: I mean, no Zack no Ange new annoying grad students?
Johana: Bye!
Gabi: shall be fun~ *g*
himbeer29: actually, I'm going to head out as well... lovely chatting with you all!
CupcakeBean: bye Johana
HuffPoJamie: Night Johana!
Amanda T.: The sewage joking from Hodgins might be funny.
L: I am NOT a fan of the grad students angle
Wendy: g'night people leaving
Wendy: thanks for coming!
L: Hello, House. Same network. Looks copied.
Wendy: hope you had fun :D
Ashley: night jamie
Amanda T.: It's really not that stinky (used to run a wastewater treatment plant)
HuffPoJamie: Night!
yanin: goodnight as well all..i've gotta go finish packing with johana
L: night!
Amanda T.: night Wendy and jamie
yanin: thanks for hosting wendy!
CupcakeBean: night yanin
Amanda T.: night Yanin
himbeer29: one last thing, yes L. completely agree. very annoyed with that... on house, and on this
show.
Ashley: bye yanin
Wendy: thanks for suggesting it yanin :)
L: himbeer - seriously!
HuffPoJamie: Night all! Let's do this again some time!
himbeer29: and yes, thanks for setting this up wendy! we should do it again!
L: aw, everyone's going.
Lance: Good Night, all. You are all great!
Ashley: :(
Trish: Thanks Wendy. This was fun, but I must sign off too. Big day at work tomorrow. Uggh. Can't wait
for the next one.
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CupcakeBean: night!
Gabi: yeah, L. the only different between the House gradstudents and the Bones ones is that House
made it really funny.
Gabi: ... i wonder if we'll get repeating grad students... *wonders*
L: lol Gabi hmm.
Amanda T.: I think Hodgins will have fun at their expense
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